
Summer Reading Assignment             Humanities 11 
 

The 57 Bus: A True Story of Two Teenagers and the Crime That Changed Their Lives  
by Dashka Slater 

“One teenager in a skirt.  
One teenager with a lighter. 
One moment that changes both of their lives forever” 

 
This book is the true account of an incident on the 57 Bus in Oakland when an agender teen’s 
skirt is lit on fire by a male African-American teen. Their lives collide and the book explains 
what happens to each person, their families and their communities.  

The book is an excellent bridge between Humanities 10 and Humanities 11 because it 
addresses systems of oppression and identity systems within the United States. We will start 
the year by taking a historical look at who is considered worthy of membership in the U.S., 
how decisions have been made to either include or exclude people, and how these decisions 
have left lasting impacts on the country.  

 
Instructions: 

PART 1: Read the book with post-its. Use post-its to mark places in the book that connect to the 
overarching focus questions. 

Focus Questions: 
How do identity systems (isms) impact people and their decisions? 
How do systems of oppression impact people and their decisions? 

 
PART 2: After reading the book, complete the graphic organizer. 

1) Choose ten quotes that connect to a focus question (your quotes do not need to 
connect to the same focus question). 

2) After each quote (in a sentence with a quote introduction) write two sentences of 
analysis that explain the connection. 

➢ Possible sentence templates: 

This incident is an example of _____________ (identity system) and 
it causes conflict by ___________________________________. 
This conflict __________________________________(describe how the 
conflict impacts the people in the book).  

OR 

This incident is an example of _____________ (system of oppression) 
because it disempowers________________ by __________________. 
This disempowerment _____________________ (describe how the 
lack of power impacts people).  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1co9ooqtvXAKBQfcGtXNqRa9jmepNNINTZj9ssYjKGOk/edit?usp=sharing


 
PART 3: Create an artistic response to the story as a whole. 

Reflect on what you have learned in 9/10 Humanities about systems of oppression and 
identity systems. What do you believe are important ideas from the book that connect to 
these concepts and systems? 

➢ What do you think it is important for people to understand about the incident on the 
bus? 

➢ What is important for people to understand about the aftermath of the incident and all 
of the consequences?  

➢ What are they key messages the author is trying to communicate through this story? 

Create a new cover for the book. The cover should be an art piece that reflects your 
understanding of key ideas or messages in the book.  

Review your evidence and analysis to help you determine the important aspect of the book 
that the public should understand.   

You can draw a picture, create a collage, or find a different way to artistically highlight the 
book’s key ideas on a book cover. Please use color and pen. Be creative.  

Do not forget to put the title, the author and, if you want, a phrase or two to enhance your art 
piece.  

 

 

Be thoughtful and thorough in this first assignment of your junior year! 

 

Review the rubric here to see how your work will be assessed. 

 

Here are sources in case you need help in understanding 

identity systems and systems of oppression. 

 

 

All three parts of this assignment are due on the first day of school 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9th 

Bring all work and the rubric, printed out in hard copy, to turn in.
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zSMuTSzU9y_DfE4UJ91qe3Qd84ETQeLf90mY1O6l_6Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YrdScdRr3rjFBVprlrE4VDBPb7U3CIZyYt2fsMsuHTo/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1C6_dTq6QxZVnFL1TQyEB0QDjGXwr8omlRvCveo5D_XI/edit#slide=id.g23913e18a3_0_25

